“I speak from my own experience, because I attended,
unfortunately, the best Croatian gymnasium and because today I am still considered to be a graduate in
spe, so that many of my little teachers still consider me
immature. Oh, when I just recall those days! Memorising stuff and learning by heart, jurare in verba magistri
(...) sitting for six hours a day in stifling grey dumps, going home with a troubled soul, a headache and a bitter
taste in my mouth coming from haemorrhoid and calloused desks (...), shifting from dogmas to geometry,
from logarithms to history, from Hannibal to natural
sciences, from frogs and cells to torments of gerunds
and supine, enduring the torture of mockery and scrutator’s inquisitive gazes - and in many cases, vengeful
pedagogists (...). A Jesuit catechist almost killed my
faith in divinity, those grammarians not only made me
sick of classical languages but they also forbade us by
special prohibitions to become drunk with traditional
ideas of patriotism and free Socratic discussions.”
A.G. Matoš “Gymnasium System of Ours”
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The exhibition Being a Student in the Long 19th Century
deals with diverse student practices and cultural and anthropological aspects of education such as student standard, student absence and illness, student discipline, class
attendance, stay in the schoolyard, student games and free
time activities, students working in the school garden,
students’ practical training, students’ memories, journals,
diaries and scrapbooks, building student subjectivity and
identity (gender, social, religious, national, etc.), student
mobility and discrimination against other students.
The exhibition also deals with the social aspect of education (availability of primary, secondary and higher education, literacy and social stratification), the gender aspect
of education (sexual division of schools and curricula),
the intellectual aspect of education observed through
education of gymnasium and university students, and
ideologisation of education analysed through school ceremonies and rituals. In those days, as an important segment of the disciplinary society of the 19th century, the
school system was intended to produce obedient citizens
who should, within the whole society, unconditionally respect any ruling authority. Thus, the leading pedagogical
authorities of the 19th century advocated that schools
should primarily raise the future “tamed” and “obedient”
citizens. At school, an image of the ruler as a loving father
who takes care of everyone and everything was presented to children; the father who never makes mistakes and
without whom the whole society would be exposed to
insecurity and instability. Further, it was expected from
male and female students to continuously respect and appreciate all ruling authorities.

The exhibition Being a Student in Croatia in the
Long 19th Century attempts to answer the question about the attitude towards students within
the Croatian school system over the long 19th
century. During the long 19th century, the education in the whole of Europe was formed as a
system of education that became an important
factor in the development of modern civil societies. By the end of the 18th century, one can

witness proto-modernisation of education in
Croatia which grew into education modernisation projects by the mid-19th century, and finally got its specific legal framework in the second
half of the 19th century. Therefore, this exhibition attempts to put student school practice
in the context of building a modern education
system that took over the function of secondary socialisation by the end of the 19th century.

